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General optimal transport problem

The Monge-Kantorovich transport problem
Let X , Y ⊂ Rd , and let µ and ν be probability densities defined on
X and Y , respectively. Define the set of transport plans

Π(µ, ν) :=

π ∈ P(X × Y )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
π[A× Y ] = µ[A],
π[X × B] = ν[B]

∀ meas. A ⊆ X , B ⊆ Y

.
Given c(x, y) : Rd × Rd → R, a measurable and a.e. continuous
ground cost function, the primal transport cost is

P(π) :=
∫

X×Y
c(x, y) dπ(x, y).

Find the optimal primal transport cost

P∗ := inf
π∈Π(µ, ν)

P(π).
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General optimal transport problem

The Monge-Kantorovich dual problem

Define

Φc :=

 (ϕ, ψ) ∈ L1(dµ)× L1(dν)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≤ c(x, y)

for dµ a.e. x ∈ X ,
dν a.e. y ∈ Y

.
The dual transport cost equals

D(ϕ, ψ) :=
∫

X
ϕ dµ(x) +

∫
Y
ψ dν(y).

The optimal dual cost is

D∗ := sup
(ϕ,ψ)∈Φc

D(ϕ, ψ).

Under the conditions given, the optimal costs are equal: P∗ = D∗.
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General optimal transport problem

The Wasserstein metric

For any p > 0, the Wasserstein distance equals

Wp(µ, ν) := inf
π∈Π(µ, ν)

(∫
X×Y

c(x, y)p dπ(x, y)
)1/p
.

Wp gives a distance between probability spaces.

For any p ≥ 1, the Wasserstein distance is a metric.

W1 = W1(µ, ν) = P∗.

From here on, the term Wasserstein distance refers to W1.
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General optimal transport problem

Applications for optimal transport

Applications for numerical optimal transport exist in:
Medicine
Economics and finance
Game theory
Image processing
Fluid mechanics
Quantum mechanics
and many other fields.

Unfortunately, computing solutions is difficult:
Discretized problems are large, dense, and highly connected.
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General optimal transport problem

Standard numerical approaches

1 Semi-discretize and solve using continuous methods
Advantages:

Continuity
Mathematical resources

Concerns:
Well-posedness [Ma, Trudinger, Wang 2005]
Delicacy
Scaling (in size of discretization)

2 Fully discretize and solve using discrete methods
Advantages:

Robustness
Stability

Concerns:
Speed
Convergence
Scaling (in number of nodes)
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General optimal transport problem

Key objectives in numerical optimal transport

The field of numerical optimal transport includes many challenging
objectives that need to be addressed [Mokaplan 2014].

Key needs include:
1 Numerical methods for general ground costs
2 Efficient computation of Wasserstein distances
3 Techniques for three-dimensional problems

The boundary method and general auction address these needs
for discrete and semi-discretized transport problems.
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Semi-discrete problem

Semi-discrete problem

Assume that:
µ is nonatomic and continuous a.e.
ν has exactly n distinct non-zero values, at {yi}ni=1 ⊆ Y .

The semi-discrete problem has its own applications:
Computational geometry
Computer vision
Partial differential equations
Meteorology
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Semi-discrete problem

Semi-discrete problem is Monge

For a semi-discrete problem, there exists an optimal map
T : X → Y such that

π(x, y) := µ(x)χ[y=T (x)] for a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y

and the optimal transport cost equals

P∗ = inf
T :X→Y

∫
X

c(x, T (x)) dµ(x).

The semi-discrete problem is said to be Monge, and
a solution that is a map is called a Monge solution.

A Monge solution partitions X into n regions
based on how each point x ∈ X has been mapped
into the set {yi}ni=1 ⊆ Y .
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Semi-discrete problem

Voronoi diagrams

Voronoi diagrams are closely related to semi-discrete transport.
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Semi-discrete problem

Voronoi diagrams

When creating a Voronoi diagram, disregard the marginals µ and ν:

All points go to their nearest neighbors.

Voronoi diagrams appear in:
Physics
Materials science
Machine learning

and many other areas.

The ground cost is often (but not always) the Euclidean distance.

Best known scaling behavior is O(N log N) [Fortune 1986]
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Shift characterization

Shift characterization [Rüschendorf, Uckelmann 1997]

Assume:
µ has bounded value and bounded support
A = [0, l ]d ⊆ X contains support of µ

Define the function F : A→ R as

F (x) := max
1≤i≤n

{ai − c(x, yi )},

and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define

Ai := { x ∈ A | F (x) = ai − c(x, yi ) }.

Find the shifts {ai}ni=1 such that, for all i , the total µ-mass
transported from Ai to yi is equal to ν(yi ).
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Shift characterization

Shift characterization for Voronoi diagrams

The ai ’s are identical iff the solution is Voronoi [Okabe et al 2000]
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Boundary identity and system of equations

Boundary identity and associated equation

Let Aij := Ai ∩ Aj (for i 6= j), and B =
⋃

1≤i<n

⋃
i<j≤n

Aij .

Aij is the boundary between the regions Ai and Aj .
B is the combined boundary region of A.

If Aij 6= ∅, for all x ∈ Aij , since x ∈ Ai and x ∈ Aj ,
F (x) = ai − c(x, yi ) and F (x) = aj − c(x, yj)

By combining these two equations, one has
c(x, yi )− c(x, yj) = ai − aj .

Thus, Aij is a subset of a level set for the equation
gij(x) := c(x, yi )− c(x, yj).

The value of gij remains constant on Aij .
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Boundary identity and system of equations

The system of boundary equations

I propose to find a solution by identifying appropriate gij level sets.

The existence of boundary regions (and thereby the gij ’s) follows
from the convexity of A and continuity of F .

Use this existence to construct a system of equations:

c(x1, yi1)− c(x1, yj1) = ai1 − aj1
c(x2, yi2)− c(x2, yj2) = ai2 − aj2

...
c(xn−1, yin−1)− c(xn−1, yjn−1) = ain−1 − ajn−1

...
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Solving system with well-chosen boundary points

Solving system with well-chosen boundary points

There are n unknowns in {ai}ni=1, but the solution is not unique.
This is apparent in two ways:

The Ai ’s are defined as a relative maximum
The geometry of the partition

Using the existence of the boundaries,
One can identify (n − 1) functionally independent equations.

This gives exactly 1 degree of freedom

After identifying (n − 1) well-chosen boundary points:
Fix one ai , and
Solve for the rest of the set {ai}ni=1.
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The boundary method

The boundary method

The boundary method identifies boundary points.

It doesn’t need interior points to identify {ai}ni=1:
It only needs points from (n − 1) appropriate Aij sets.

It doesn’t need interior points to compute W1:
For any fixed i , if the interior of Ai is known, computing∫

Ai
c(x, yi ) dµ(x)

is a relatively straight-forward task.
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Adaptive refinement

Adaptive refinement starts with coarse grid

Discretize A using a coarse initial grid.
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Adaptive refinement

Approximate discretized optimal solution

Approximate an optimal solution for the discretized problem.
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Adaptive refinement

Identify and discard interior

For each i , identify and discard the interior of Ai .
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Adaptive refinement

Refine and repeat

Refine the remaining grid areas and repeat the process.
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Boundary method steps

0 Let r = 1 and create Ar = A1, the first discretization, from A.
1 Quickly approximate the discretized transport solution.
2 For each x ∈ Ar with µ-positive neighborhood:

Are the neighbors of x all transported to the same yi ?
If so, then x is in the interior of Ai :

Remove x from Ar , and reduce the value of ν(yi ).

The remaining points form Br , the boundary set for iteration r .
3 Is the desired refinement reached?

If not:
Refine Br to create Ar+1, increment r , and go to Step (1).

Once the desired refinement level is reached:
4 Use Br to identify (n − 1) appropriate boundary points.
5 Use the boundary points to solve for {ai}ni=1 and W1(µ, ν).
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Why “quickly approximate” solutions

Why “quickly approximate” solutions: my heuristic

The Good: Boundary emphasis reduces problem dimension
The Bad: Repeated computation of transport solutions
The Ugly: Transport solvers have time and scaling limitations

The method only needs approximate transport solutions
Near-misses stay near the actual boundary
Boundary solutions are recomputed with each iteration

Approximating offers potential speed improvements
Rough transport solution is found quickly
Most computation time is used on small refinements
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What one needs to “quickly approximate”: my objectives

Numerical robustness
To use continuous methods,

c must satisfy the Ma-Trudinger-Wang conditions
Most ground costs c given by p-norms

do not satisfy the MTW conditions

Bounded approximation
Discrete methods only compute exact solutions
Interrupted methods can be arbitrarily far from optimal

Some control on speed and error
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Auction algorithm characteristics

Auction algorithms are based on real-world sales auctions:
“Bidders” with fixed demand compete for

“Lots” with fixed supply
Prices are set by bidders in competition with each other
Ground cost c is part of price (“shipping and handling” fee)
ε is the bidding step size (minimum amount of bid increase)

ε affects both speed and error.

Auction algorithms [Bertsekas 1981; Bertsekas, Castañón 1989]
were developed for integer-based assignment problems.
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The general auction algorithm

I created the general auction algorithm to work directly
on real-valued optimal mass transport problems.

The general auction solves discrete transport problems
and discretized continuous or semi-discrete problems.

Useful features:
Solutions need not be unique.
The MTW conditions do not apply.
Computation time is inversely proportional to ε.

I have also published open-source auction software [Walsh 2016]
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Mathematical support for the general auction

Mathematical support for the general auction:

Theorem (Termination)

Given any minimum bid increase ε > 0, the general auction
terminates.

Theorem (Bounded error)

When the general auction terminates, the Wasserstein distance
approximation error is bounded by Lε, where L is the total amount
of mass transported.

Thus, the general auction meets all three of my requirements:
robustness, bounded approximation, and speed control.
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Semi-discrete background assumptions

Let c be a p-norm (p ∈ [1, ∞], 1/∞ := 0):

c(x, y) =


max
i∈Nd
|yi − xi | if p =∞

( d∑
i=1
|yi − xi |p

)1/p

otherwise.

Let A ⊆ [0, l ]d (l > 0, d ∈ {2, 3}).
Let V be the set of Cartesian adjacency vectors

with coordinate values −1, 0, and 1.
Let wr be the width of the discretization at iteration r .
For each x ∈ Ar , its neighbors are a subset of

N(x) = { x + wr v | v ∈ V \ 0 }.
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Partitioning and uniqueness

Theorem (F partitions A µ-a.e. iff µ(B) = 0)

The sets {Ai}ni=1 defined by F partition A µ-a.e.
with µ(Ai ) = ν(yi ) for all i ,
if and only if the boundary set B has µ-measure zero
for the shift-characterized transport solution.

Theorem (p-norms with µ(B) = 0)

If c is a p-norm with p ∈ (1, ∞), then µ(B) = 0.

Theorem (Uniqueness of partition µ-a.e.)

Suppose that F partitions A µ-a.e.
and T and T ′ are both optimal
shift-characterized transport maps.

Then T ′ = T except on a set of µ-measure zero.
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Maximum distance, level set bounds, and the shift difference error

Theorem (Maximum distance from Br to the boundary)

For each x0 ∈ Br , the ground cost to the nearest boundary point is
less than or equal to wr d1/p.

Theorem (Bounds on level set values)

Given any i , j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with i 6= j , |ai − aj | ≤ c(yi , yj).

Theorem (Maximum error on ai − aj estimation)

If x ∈ Br ∩ Ai is adjacent to a point in Br ∩ Aj , then the error
when estimating ai − aj using x0 is bounded by 2wr d1/p.
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Maximum error on W1 distance

Theorem (Maximum error on W1 distance)

Suppose
M is an upper bound for µ
F partitions A µ-a.e.
|B| <∞ with respect to the Rd−1 Lebesgue measure
B̄r is the region enclosed by the discretized boundary set Br

γmax is the maximum ground cost error in A
If we approximate the boundary set B ⊆ B̄r with some B̃ ⊆ B̄r ,
then |B̃| ≤ wd

r L for some L <∞, and the error in the Wasserstein
distance associated with the shift-characterized problem is
bounded by er ≤ wd

r LMγmax.
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The standard problem

The standard problem [Barrett, Prigozhin 2007]

Five fixed points in Y , A = [0, 1]2, µ and ν uniform distributions
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2-norm results for the Barrett-Prigozhin problem

Results for the Barrett-Prigozhin problem

Results using the 2-norm
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2-norm results for the Barrett-Prigozhin problem

Boundary close-up for the Barrett-Prigozhin problem

Boundary thickness shown to scale
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Numerical results for the 2-norm

Numerical results for the 2-norm Barrett-Prigozhin problem

Computing the Barrett-Prigozhin problem:
Time required: < 0.3 seconds
Memory use: < 3.8 megabytes
Wasserstein distance error: < 3.3× 10−4

Measure error: max
1≤i≤n

|µ(Ai )− ν(yi )| < 2.4× 10−4

Maximum division (1/wr ): 2 048
(
211) points per dimension

Largest full discretization: 4 194 304
(
222) data points

Largest boundary set: 6 653
(
212.7 ≈ 5 · 210.4) data points

Standard HP laptop (manufactured 2010):
i5 2.27 GHz CPU
4 GB memory
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Other p-norms

The Barrett-Prigozhin problem using the 1-norm

Results using the 1-norm
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Other p-norms

The Barrett-Prigozhin problem using the 4-norm

Results using the 4-norm
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Other p-norms

The Barrett-Prigozhin problem using the ∞-norm

Results using the ∞-norm
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Squared Euclidean ground cost

Results using the squared Euclidean ground cost function
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p-functions with 0 < p < 1: p = 1/2

Results using the p-norm formula with p = 1/2
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p-functions with 0 ¡ p ¡ 1

p-functions with 0 < p < 1: p = 1/10

Results using the p-norm formula with p = 1/10
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p-functions with 0 ¡ p ¡ 1

p-functions with 0 < p < 1: p = 1/10 colorized

Color depiction of the p = 1/10 ground cost results
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Polynomial combinations of p-functions

Results using c = 4`28/5
2 + 61`1/2

[`qp is the p-function taken to the q-th power.]
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Non-uniform ν measure

Results using non-uniform ν
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Non-uniform µ measure

Results using µ(x1, x2) = 4x1x2
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Non-uniform measures

Regions of zero-µ measure

Results when µ is not strictly positive
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Non-Monge problems

When F does not partition A µ-a.e.

Results using the 1-norm when ν has weights 1/8, 7/8
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Large random distributions

Large random distributions of points

Results with n = 200 points
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Planar scaling

Given N distinct non-zero points in Y ,
maximum discretization W = 1

min wr
:

The discretized transport problem has

W d + N nodes, W d N arcs.

Boundary method scaling with respect to W and N:

Computation time: O(WN log W log N).
Storage use: O(WN1/2).

Wasserstein distance convergence is quadratic in wr .
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Results in three dimensions

Results in three dimensions: [0, 1]3

The boundary method applies equally well to 3-D problems
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Results in three dimensions

Results in three dimensions: [0, 1]3

Solving the Barrett-Prigozhin problem in [0, 1]3:
Time required: < 1.4 seconds
Memory use: < 49.6 megabytes
Measure error: max

1≤i≤n
|µ(Ai )− ν(yi )| < 6.2× 10−3

Maximum division (1/wr ): 256
(
28) points per dimension

Largest full discretization: 16 777 216
(
224) data points

Largest boundary set: 227 248
(
217.8 ≈ 5 · 215.5) data points

General R3 computation time: O(W 2N log W log N).
General R3 storage use: O(W 2N1/3).
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In summary

I have addressed three key needs for numerical optimal transport:

1 Numerical methods for general ground costs
Polynomial combinations of p-functions

with positive coefficients
2 Efficient computation of Wasserstein distances

Planar scaling O(WN log W log N)
with quadratic convergence

3 Techniques for three-dimensional problems
R3 scaling O(W 2N log W log N)
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Future directions: Impact of numerical approximation

The mathematical results presume that we have exact values.

Many integrals do not have a closed-form expression
and must be approximated.

By design, the general auction method approximates
the discretized transport solution.

It is reasonable to ask:
Can we determine bounds which guarantee that any such
errors are confined within the boundary?
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Future directions

Future directions: Extensions of the boundary method

Natural extensions of the boundary method include:

A boundary method for fully continuous mass transport
Existing boundary method performs mesh generation
Simultaneous adaptive scaling for X and Y

Partial optimal transport
Transport problems where µ(X ) 6= ν(Y )
Related to solution for balanced problem
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Conclusion

Thank You!
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